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SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION
46th Annual Convention Program
Statler Hotel
June 1 2 - 1 7 , 1 9 5 5
Detroit, Michigan
What the User Expects from the Library
Fred L. Pundsuck

Organizing a Medical Library in a
Tuberculosis Hospital
Peggy W. Lint

NUMBER 4

A DISTINGUISHED MODERN AMERICAN LIBRARY

Trinity College Library. Hartford. Connecticut
Librarian: Donald 6. Engley
Architect: R. B. O'Connor a n d W. H. Kilham. Jr.
General Contractor: Industrial Construction CO.

New revision ready in May

American A r t Directory
Edited b y Dorothy B. Gilbert
The new 1955 edition will again provide lists
of national and regional art organizations;
art schools; art magazines; newspapers carrying art notes; museum publications; booking
agencies for travelling exhibitions; sources
for various types of travelling exhibitions;
and full details about the organization, of%
cers, committees, and chapter members of the
American Federation of Art museums and
art schools of Canada are also included. Each
entry is listed in a full master index under the

Special Pre-publication Offer!
Order now - and Save. $15 net
postpaid before publication. $17.50
net postpaid thereafter.

NEW!

1

I

a special listing of children's museums including
the name of the director,
sponsorship, collections, and
activities.
a directory of art education

-

PUTTING KNOWLEDGE TO WORK

-

Ready April 1955

..

INDEXING .
WITH EMPHASIS ON
ITS TECHNIQUE
An annotated bibliography, 19391954, compiled by Jean M.
Wayne, Lilly Research Laboratories.
16 pages

Price 50$

send payment

with order
0

Published by

Special Libraries Association
31 East Tenth Street
New York 3, N. Y.

+

Convenient bookstacks at end of readIng room follow planned color pattern
and offer low maintenance.

Reading room corner has attractively
colored adjurfoble steel shelving with

-I-

MAP COLLECTIONS
in the United States and Canada
A new directory describing 527 private and public map collections,
completely indexed
Based on a survey made by the Map
Resources Committee of the SLA
Geography and Map Division in cooperation with the Library of Congress

A new reference tool for librarians,
research a n a l y s t s , e n g i n e e r s and
others using maps.
170 pages
$3.00

Order your w p y now
from

Special Libraries Association
31 East 10th Street, New York 3

LAFAYETTE, CALIFORNIA

If you are planning a new library
or modernizing an old one, Ames'
experienced library equipment engineers will be glad to assist you.
Write for our helpful illustrated
catalog.

W. R. ClmES COmPZlflV
Erfoblirhed 1910

BOOKSTACK DIVISION
150 Hooper St., San Francisco 7, Calif.
Representatives in Principal Cities

FREESTANDING SHELVING. MULTI-TIER CONSTRUCTION
STOR-MOR BOOK DRAWERS. BOOKSTACK ACCESSORIES

Please Mention Special Libraries When Answering Advertisements
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Business Without Boundary
The Story of General Mills
By JAMES GRAY. This story of how General Mills developed from
a local flour mill to a diversified national manufacturer is an absorbing chapter in business and economic history. Includes the story of
Wheaties, Gold Medal Flour, and Betty Crocker. With 32 pages of
$4.75
illustrations.

Flour for Man's Bread
A History of Milling
By JOHN STORCK and WALTER DORWIN TEAGUE. A fascinating
history of milling from earliest times to the present; from the mortar
and pestle to the most intricate automatic machinery. With hundreds
of wonderfully detailed drawings which illustrate the processes and
devices described.
$7.50

Savings in the Modern Economy:

A Symposium

Edited by WALTER W. HELLER, FRANCIS M. BODDY, and CARL
L. NELSON. National and international savings prohlems are analyzed
by outstanding British, Canadian, and American economists.
$5.00

The Sociology
- - of Work
By THEODORE CAPLOW. "A study of the social rules and consequences that arise from the classification of men by the work they
do . . . a sociological tool useful to students, sociologists, economists,
and business, industrial, and lahor leaders."-ALA
Booklist.
$5.00

Masterworks of the Orchestral Repertoire
A Guide for Listeners
By DONALD N. FERGUSON. Provides information and comments on
the origin, the expressive character, and the structure of the most
important classical symphonies, overtures, and concertos, and selected
orchestral works of modern composers.
$7.50

Opera for the People
By HERBERT GRAF. A book for all opera enthusiasts and a valuable
guide for the production of operas by communities, civic groups,
schools, and colleges. By the long-time stage director of the Metropolitan
Opinion,
Opera Company. "A lively and interesting volume."-Musical
London. With 104 plates.
$5.00
At your bookstore, or from

THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA PRESS, Minneapolis 14, Minn.
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Special Libraries Association

46th Annual Convention
JUNE 12-17, 1955
Headquarters

- Statler Hotel, Detroit, Michigan

PRELIMINARY PROGRAM

When you glance over this convention program you will realize that
your officers, division chairmen and all the members of the Michigan
Chapter have put a great deal of time and thought into planning a wellrounded program. It's a program that will tell you about the newest and
best methods of library procedures.
Because of the growing importance of "Automation" in all phases of
endeavor, the first day will be devoted to that subject. In the morning
you'll hear about the broad aspects of "Automation" - how i t will affect
ofices and factories as well as individuals and communities. The afternoon
will be devoted to automatic processes as they affect libraries.
On Friday our members in Toledo, Ohio, have invited you to spend the
day touring many of their excellent libraries so you can see how other
libraries are managed. You will gain many practical ideas that will help
you in running your own libraries.
These are only a couple of the highlights of the convention. There are
interesting meetings every day that you certainly will not want to miss.
Also, there are many places in or near Detroit you'll want to visit.
You can visit the Cranbrook lnstitute of Arts and Science, Greenfield
Village and the Henry Ford Museum, the University of Michigan, automobile plants, the Detroit Historical Museum, the Detroit Institute of Arts,
and many other interesting places. You'll probably want to see Northland,
our enormous suburban shopping center with its fascinating sculptures
and gardens.

It i s only through the co-operation of division chairmen and their
local representatives, committee chairmen and a splendid advisory committee, that we are able to give you so much of the program for the
1955 convention at this time.
We're sure that you won't have a dull moment i f you're in Detroit
from June 12 to June 17. Plan now to be present at this convention.

FLORENCE
ARMSTRONG,
Chairman
1955 Convention Committee

CONVENTION PROGRAM
Sunday, June 12
The Executive Board will meet at 9:30 A.M. for an all-day session. The
meeting is open to all interested SLA members.
The Detroit Public Library will hold Open House at 4 :00 P. M. A tour of
the Library will be conducted until 6:00 P.M.
The Metals Division and Publishing Division will each hold Open House for
their members from 7 :00 - 9 :00 P. M.

Monday, June 13
Morning
7:30 9:00 A. M.

-

FINANCIAL
DIVISION.Breakfast.
NEWSPAPERDIVISION.Breakfast.

-

9:00 10:OO A. M.
OPENING SESSION

MRS. RACHELMACDONALD,
president, Michigan Chapter,
Special Libraries Association, presiding.
Invocation: DR. HENRYHITT CRANE,Central Methodist Church, Detroit, Mich.
Welcome to the City: HONORABLE
ALBERTE. COBO,Mayor of Detroit; DR.
G. FLINTPURDY,
librarian, Wayne University, Detroit, Michigan.
Reply: GRETCHEN
D. LITTLE,president, Special Libraries Association.
Resume of Exhibits by Exhibits Chairman: WALTERFORSTER,chief, Business
and Commerce Division, Detroit Public Library.
introduction by the Convention Chairman: MRS. FLORENCE
ARMSTRONG,
librarian, Ross Roy, Inc., Detroit, Michigan.
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MONDAY, JUNE 13
10:15

- 12:oo

Convention-Wide Program: Automation

A.M.

- Its

Effect on Us

Speakers :
E. MYERS,manager, Methods and Procedures Department, Burroughs Corporation, Detroit, Michigan.
ROSSROY,president, Ross Roy, Inc., Detroit, Michigan.

JAMES

Luncheons 12:30 P. M .

PUBLISHING
AND ADVERTISING
DIVISIONS.
Book and Author Luncheon Open to
all interested SLA members.
Speakers :
HARRIETTE
ARNOW,author, The Dollmaker.
author, Captured by Indians.
HOWARD
H. PECKHAM,
SOCIALSCIENCEDIVISION.Meeting of Executive Board.

Afternoon

Automation in the Library - Fact or Fantasy?

Panel discussion sponsored by the BUSINESS
DIVISION,with participation of
HOSPITAL,INSURANCE,
MUSEUM,NEWSPAPER,PUBLISHING,
SOCIALSCIENCE
and TRANSPORTATION
DIVISIONS
and the S-T ENGINEERING
SECTION.
Moderator: HELEN E. LOFTUS, assistant librarian, The Lilly Research
Laboratories, Indianapolis, Indiana.

INSURANCE
DIVISION.Cocktail Party.

FINANCIAL
DIVISION.
Cocktail Party.
Dinners
7:00 P. M.

FINANCIAL,
ADVERTISING
AND BUSINESS
DIVISIONS.
Marketing Research behind
the Ford of the Future. ROBERTEGGERT,Marketing Research Department,
Ford Motor Company, Dearborn, Michigan.
NEWSPAPER
DIVISION.
SOCIAL'SCIENCEDIVISION.International Relations: Technical Aids to Underdeveloped Areas.
Evening
9:00 P. M.

SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY
DIVISION.Open House for members.
APRIL, 1955

TUESDAY, JUNE 14
Tuesday, June 14
Morning

-

Bulletin Editors' Round Table.
Employment Chairmen's Round Table.
ADVERTISING
DIVISION.
Breakfast and annual business meeting.
NEWSPAPERDIVISION.Breakfast.
SOCIALSCIENCEDIVISION
:
EDUCATION
AND LIBRARY
SERVICES
SECTION.
Breakfast and annual business
meeting.
SOCIALWELFARESECTION.
Breakfast and annual business meeting.

Field Trips

BUSINESSDIVISION
:
Field Trip to Henry Ford Museum and Greenfield Village, with FINANCIAL,
MUSEUM,
PUBLISHING
AND TRANSPORTATION
DIVISIONS.
Annual business meeting.
FINANCIAL
DIVISION,
see BUSINESS
DIVISION
MUSEUMDIVISION,
see BUSINESS
DIVISION
PUBLISHING
DIVISION,see BUSINESSDIVISION
TRANSPORTATION
DIVISION,see BUSINESS
DIVISION
Annual business meeting.

Meetings

ADVERTISING
DIVISION,
see GEOGRAPHY
AND MAP DIVISION
BIOLOGICAL
SCIENCESAND HOSPITALDIVISIONS.
Panel Discussion: Indexing
and Abstracting for the Biological Sciences. Moderator: MILES CONRAD,
director, Biological Abstracts.
FINANCIAL
DIVISION.
Meeting at Ford Motor Company. Archives for Companies.
HOSPITALDIVISION,see BIOLOGICAL
SCIENCES
DIVISION
INSURANCE
DIVISION.Annual business meeting.
METALSDIVISION.Methods Meeting. Presiding: Mrs. Marian A. Thompson,
librarian, Commercial Research Dept., U. S. Steel Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.
How to Approach the Reference Question. Dorothy J. Forman, Library,
Research Laboratories Division, General Motors Corporation, Detroit,
Michigan.
Services Which Are Helpful to Libraries. Mrs. Dorothea M. Rice, librarian,
American Metals Company, New York, N. Y.
Use of Library Bulletins by Metals Librarians. K. Genevieve Ford, librarian, Titanium Division, National Lead Company, South Amboy, New
Jersey.
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TUESDAY, JUNE 14
NEWSPAPER
DIVISION.Panel: Problems of Small Libraries. Moderator: LEE A.
WHITE, "Detroit News," Detroit, Michigan.
Panelists :
Agnes Henebry, librarian, "Decatur Herald Review," Decatur, Illinois.
William D. Chase, librarian, "The Flint Journal," Flint, Michigan.
Jane Nightingale, librarian, "Windsor Star," Windsor, Ontario.
Dorothy Wilkins, "Mobile Press Register," Mobile, Alabama.
SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY
DIVISION
:
CHEMISTRY
SECTION.
The Push-button Library. Byron Soule, associate professor of chemistry,
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
What I s a Special Library? Rose Vormelker, head, Business Information
Bureau, Cleveland Public Library, Cleveland, Ohio.
General Canons of Indexing. C. D. Gull, technical analyst, Documentation, Inc., Washington, D. C.
Communicating with the New Employee. Dr. Herman Skolnik, manager,
Technical Information, Experiment Station Library, Hercules Powder
Company, Wilmington, Delaware; Ruth Curtiss, Technical Information Division, Hercules Experiment Station, Hercules Powder Co.
ENGINEERING
SECTION.
Information Retrieval as a Phase of Automation.
PETROLEUM
SECTION.
Tour of Ethyl Corporation, Detroit, Michigan.
PHARMACEUTICAL
SECTION.Symposium: Relationship of Management, the
Research Worker, and the Library.
Speakers :
Dr. W. F. Waldeck, director, Research and Development, Wyandotte Chemical Company, Wyandotte, Michigan.
Dr. Mildred C. Rebstock, Parke Davis & Company, Detroit, Michigan.
Lucy Lewton, Hoffman-LaRoche, Inc., Nutley, New Jersey.
PUBLIC
UTILITIESSECTION.Tour of Detroit Edison Company, Detroit,
Michigan.
:
SOCIALSCIENCEDIVISION
INDUSTRIAL
RELATIONS
SECTION.Annual business meeting at Ford Motor
Company.
PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION
SECTION.Annual business meeting at Municipal
Reference Library.

AND MAP AND ADVERTISING
DIVISIONS.
Marketing Maps. Mr. A. G.
GEOGRAPHY
Ballert, Ford Motor Company.

PICTURE
DIVISION.Meeting at Detroit Institute of Arts. Speaker: PATSMITH,
Photographic Department, General Motors Corporation, Detroit, Michigan.

SOCIALSCIENCEDIVISION
:
INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS
AND HISTORY
SECTION.Annual business meeting.
MILITARYLIBRARIANS
SECTION.Annual business meeting.
APRIL, 1955
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TUESDAY, JUNE 14
Luncheons

ADVERTISING
DIVISION.Symposium : Mofivafion Research. Moderator : MRS.
MARY-JANE
GRUNSFELD,
director, Motivation Research, Weiss & Geller,
Inc., Chicago, Illinois. 12 :00 - 3 :00 P. M.
AND HOSPITAL
DIVISIONS.
12 :00 - 1:20 P. M.
BIOLOGICAL
SCIENCES
AND TRANSPORTATION
DIVISIONS.
BUSINESS,
FINANCIAL,
MUSEUM,PUBLISHING
Lovett Hall, Henry Ford Museum. 12 :30 - 2 :00 P. M.
FINANCIAL
DIVISION,see BUSINESS
DIVISION
HOSPITAL
DIVISION,
see BIOLOGICAL
SCIENCES
DIVISION
MUSEUMDIVISION,see BUSINESSDIVISION
NEWSPAPER
DIVISION.Speaker: HARVEYPATTON,managing editor, "Detroit
News." 12 :00 - 1 :30 P. M.
PICTURE
DIVISION.Park Shelton Hotel. 12 :00 - 2 :00 P. M.
PUBLISHING
DIVISION,
see BUSINESS
DIVISION
:
SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY
DIVISION
ENGINEERING
SECTION.Behind fhe Scenes in Engineering. LUCILLEPIETI,
automobive engineer, Chrysler Corporation. 12 :30 - 2 : 00 P. M.
PETROLEUM
SECTION.12 :00 - 2 :00 P. M.
PHARMACEUTICAL
SECTION.Dearborn Inn. 12 :30 - 2 :00 P. M.
PUBLIC
UTILITIESSECTION.St. Clair Inn. 12 :00 - 2 :00 P. M.

Afternoon

ADVERTISING
AND PICTUREDIVISIONS:
3 : 15 - 5 :30 P. M.-Trip
to Jam Handy Organization
-Cocktail Party for Advertising Division members.
6:00 P.M.
BIOLOGICAL
SCIENCES
DIVISION.
Trip to Wayne University College of Medicine;
Detroit Department of Health. Tea at Veterans Hospital. 2 :00 - 5.00 P. M.
BUSINESS,
FINANCIAL,
INSURANCE,
MUSEUM,PUBLISHING
AND TRANSPORTATION
DIVISIONSand S-T PHARMACEUTICAL
SECTION.Trip to Ford Archives.
Business Archives Service to Industry as Exemplified by the Ford Motor
Company Archives. HENRYE. EDMUNDS,
archivist, Ford Motor Company.
2:30-5:00 P.M.
FINANCIAL
DIVISION,
see BUSINESS
DIVISION
GEOGRAPHY
AND MAP DIVISION.
Trip to U. S. Lake Survey. 2 :00 - 5 :00 P. M.
HOSPITAL
DIVISION.
Trip to Harper Hospital and Ford Hospital. Tea at Veterans
Hospital. 2 :00 - 5 :00 P. M.
INSURANCE
DIVISION,see BUSINESS
DIVISION
METALSDIVISION.Symposium: New Horizons in Metals and Their Use. 2 :00
P.M. Presiding: Phyllis Whalen, librarian, Research Center, Clevite Corp.,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Speakers :
William A. Reich, manager, Advanced Development Engineering, Carboloy Department, General Electric Company, Detroit, Michigan.
Dr. Robert F. Thornson, head, Metallurgy Department, Research Laboratories Division, General Motors Corporation, Detroit, Michigan.
MUSEUMDIVISION,
see BUSINESS
DIVISION
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TUESDAY, JUNE 14
NEWSPAPER
DIVISION.Microfilming and Reproduction. 2 :00 - 5 :00 P. M.
Microfilming of Clips. Elliott Andrews, librarian, Providence Journal Company, Providence, R. I.; David Rhydwen, chief librarian, "Globe and
Mail," Toronto, Canada; Leonard Glueck, Micro Photo, Inc.
PICTUREDIVISION,see ADVERTISING
DIVISION
PUBLISHING
DIVISION,see BUSINESS
DIVISION
SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY
DIVISION
:
ENGINEERING
SECTION.Meeting. 2:00 - 5 :00 P. M.
PETROLEUMSECTION.Meeting at Ethyl Corporation, Detroit, Michigan.
2 :00 - 5:00 P. M. Speaker: B. H. WEIL, manager, Information Services,
Ethyl Corporation.
PHARMACEUTICAL
SECTION,see BUSINESSDIVISION
PUBLICUTILITIESSECTION.
Tour of St. Clair power plant. 2 :00 - 5:00 P.M.
SOCIALSCIENCEDIVISION.Annual business meeting. 1 :30 - 3 :30 P. M.
TRANSPORTATION
DIVISION,see BUSINESSDIVISION
Dinners

Evening
Executive Board and Advisory Council Meeting. 8:00 P. M. Open to all members.

Wednesday, June 15
Morning
7 3 0 A. M.

NEWSPAPER
DIVISION.Breakfast.
Field Trips

GENERAL
FIELD
TRIPS.Open to all interested SLA members. 8:30 A.M.- 12:OO
Noon.
Greenfield Village and Henry Ford Museum
Cranbrook Institute of Arts and Science
University of Michigan
Automobile plants
ADVERTISING,
MUSEUMAND PUBLISHING
DIVISIONS.Field Trip t o Cranbrook
Institute. 8:30 - 12 :00 A. M.
DIVISIONS.
Tour of General Motors CorporaBUSINESSAND TRANSPORTATION
tion Public Relations Library. Speaker: DAVIDKESSLER,librarian. 10:OO11:OO A.M.
MUSEUMDIVISION,see ADVERTISING
DIVISION
PUBLISHING
DIVISION,see ADVERTISING
DIVISION
:
SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY
DIVISION
CHEMISTRY
SECTION.Field Trip to Kresge-Hooker Science Library, Wayne
University, and Technology Division of Detroit Public Library. 8 :30
12:OO A.M.
PHARMACEUTICAL
SECTION.Field Trip to Parke Davis & Company. 8:3012:OO A.M.

-

APRIL, 1955
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WEDNESDAY, JUNE 15
SOCIALSCIENCEDIVISION
:
8 :00 A. M. Field Trip to University of Michigan.
9 :30 A. M. Panel: Civil-Military Relations: Patterns in Administration.
(At University of Michigan)
TRANSPORTATION
DIVISION,see BUSINESSDIVISION
Meetings

FINANCIAL
DIVISION.
Simplifying Some Library Practices. 9 :00 - 12 :00 A. M.
INSURANCE
DIVISION.Round-Table Discussion: Nationwide Insurance Organizations: Their Services and Publications. 9 :00 - 11:30 A. M. Moderator:
VERNIEH. WOLFSBERG,
librarian, St. Paul Fire and Marine Insurance Company, St. Paul, Minnesota.
NEWSPAPER
DIVISION.Annual business meeting. 9 :30 - 11:30 A. M.
Luncheons

DOCUMENTATION
ROUNDTABLE.
12 :00 - 2 :00 P. M.
DIVISIONS.
Devon Gables. 12 :00 - 2 :00
ADVERTISING,
MUSEUMAND PUBLISHING
P. M.
BIOLOGICAL
SCIENCES,
see HOSPITALDIVISION
FINANCIAL
DIVISION.Detroit Branch of Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago.
1:OO-2:30 P.M.
HOSPITALAND BIOLOGICAL
SCIENCES.12 :00 - 2 :00 P. M.
INSURANCE
DIVISION.Insurance Information Services in a Community -Latest
Developments. Speaker: ELIZABETH
FERGUSON,
librarian, Institute of Life
Insurance, New York, N. Y.
METALSDIVISION.1:00 - 2 :30 P. M.
MUSEUMDIVISION,see ADVERTISING
DIVISION
NEWSPAPERDIVISION.Windsor Press Club. John Marshall, associate editor,
"Windsor Star," Windsor, Ontario. 12: 00 - 1:30 P. M.
PUBLISHING
DIVISION,see ADVERTISING
DIVISION.
SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY
DIVISION:
PHARMACEUTICAL
SECTION.12 :00 - 2 :00 P. M.
SOCIALSCIENCEDIVISION.University of Michigan. 12 :00 - 2 :00 P. M.

Afternoon
Field Trips

MUSEUMDIVISION.
Tour of the Detroit Institute of Arts. Archives of American
Art. EDGAR
P. RICHARDSON,
director, Detroit Institute of Arts. Tea at the
Institute. 2 :00 - 6 :00 P. M.
NEWSPAPER
DIVISION.Visits to "Windsor Star" and Detroit newspapers. 1:30
P. M.
PICTUREDIVISION.Detroit Public Library Auditorium. History in Photographs.
MRS. ELLEINESTONES,chief, Burton Historical Collection, Detroit Public
Library. 2 :30 - 5 :00 P. M.
SOCIALSCIENCEDIVISION.Tour of the University of Michigan. 2 :00 P. M.
158
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WEDNESDAY, JUNE 15
Meetings

ADVERTISING
AND PUBLISHING
DIVISIONS.Campbell-Ewald Company. 3:OO5:00 P.M.
BIOLOGICAL
SCIENCES
DIVISION.Annual business meeting. 3:00 - 5:00 P. M.
FINANCIAL
DIVISION.Detroit Branch of Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago.
Annual business meeting. 2 :30 - 5 :00 P. M.
AND MAP DIVISION.City Planning Commission Meeting a t the
GEOGRAPHY
City County Building. 2 :00 - 5 :00 P. M.
HOSPITALDIVISION.Annual business meeting. 3 :00 - 5:00 P. M.
METALSDIVISION.Annual business meeting. 2 :30 - 5 :00 P. M.
PUBLISHING
DIVISION,see ADVERTISING
DIVISION.
SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY
DIVISION
:
2 :00 - 3:00 P. M. Annual business meeting of all sections.
3:30 - 5:00 P.M. Annual business meeting.
Banquet 7:30 P. M.

Toastmaster: RALPHA. ULVELING,
librarian, Detroit Public Library.
Speaker: J. C. DOYLE,sales and advertising manager, Ford Motor Company.

Thursday, June 16
Morning

-

7:30 9:00 A. M.

NEWSPAPER
DIVISION.
Breakfast.
PUBLISHING
DIVISION.Breakfast and annual business meeting.

Annual Business Meeting.
Luncheons

INCOMING
CHAPTEROFFICERS.12 :00 - 2 :00 P. M.
INCOMING
DIVISIONOFFICERS.12 :00 - 2 :00 P. M.
GEOGRAPHY
AND MAP DIVISION.
Annual business meeting. 12 :00 - 2 :00 P.M.
NEWSPAPER
DIVISION.Speaker: ROBERTL. JONES,assistant general manager,
"Detroit News." 12 :30 - 2 :00 P.M.
PUBLISHING
DIVISION.Round-Table Discussion : Indexing. 12 :00 - 2 :00 P.M.
SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY
DIVISION.12 :00 - 2 :00 P. M.
2:30 - 5:00 P. M.
Convention-Wide Meeting: Industry

Speakers :
T o be announced.
Dinners

NEWSPAPER
DIVISION.6 :30 P.M.
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Knowledge

Progress

POST - CONVENTION

Friday, June 17
Executive Board Meeting. 9 :00 A. M. All-day meeting.

"TOLEDO DAY"

Field Trips. 9 :00 A. M.
Owens-Illinois Glass Company Library
Libbey-Owens Ford Company Library
Toledo Medical Library
Toledo Municipal Library
Toledo University Library
Toledo Edison Library
Toledo Blade Library

DOCUMENTATION REVIEW

SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY
DIVISION.All-day meeting with AGARD a t KresgeHooker Science Library, Wayne University, Detroit, Michigan.
MR. R. A. FAIRTHORNE,
Royal Aircraft
CURRENT
TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION
in Europe and America will be reviewed Establishment, Farnborough.
Current documentation practices in
at a one-day meeting to be held June
17, 1955 in the new Kresge-Hooker Europe, with emphasis on aeronautical
Science Library, Wayne University, un- documentation, will be covered in the
der the joint sponsorship of the Science- afternoon session. Chairman Eugene B.
Technology Division, Special Libraries Jackson, National Advisory Committee
Association, and the D o c u m e n t a t ion for Aeronautics, will present the followchairCommittee, Advisory Group for Aero- ing speakers: Mr. R. A. THORNE,
nautical Research and D e v e l o p m e n t man, Documentation Committee, AGARD,
(AGARD),North Atlantic Treaty Or- Royal Aircraft Establishment; Miss G.
SCHERPENHUIJSEN
ROM,National Aeroganization (NATO).
Chairman W. Kenneth Lowry, Air nautical Research Institute (NLL),AmResearch and Development Command, sterdam; Monsieur G. FRENOT,Service
will present the following program on de D o c u m e n t a t i o n et d'Information
research in documentation at the morn- Technique de 1' Aeronautique; Mr. A.
ing session : Operational Research in H. HOLLOWAY,
Technical Information
Documentation, SAUL HERNER,Atlan- Bureau, Ministry of Supply, London;
tic Research; New Developments in and Mr. R. A. KENNEDY,
National AeroZatorcoding, CARLTONMOOERS,Zator nautical Establishment, Ottawa.
Company; Recent Investigation in EsThere i; no registration fee for this
tablishing Dictionaries and Codes for
all-day meeting. So that proper arrangeMachine Use, MR. J. W. PERRY,
Battelle
Memorial Institute; Research on Infor- ments may be made, those planning to
mation Systems Conducted a t the Of- attend are urged to notify Mrs. Marie
fice of Basic Instrumentation, WILLIAM K. Shaw, librarian, Kresge-Hooker SciA. WILDHACK,N a t i o n a l B u r e a u of ence Library, Wayne University, DeStandards; and Information Theory, troit 2, Michigan.
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

SLA CONVENTIONS
A Personal Appraisal
LEOLAMICHAELS
Librarian, Carboloy Department, General Electric Company, Detroit, Michigan

C

TIME AGAIN. Each li- documents more accessible; a quick
brarian examines the convention method for recalling irregular dates for
purchasing continuations; a report and
program. Inevitably come the queriesIs it worthwhile? Shall I go? What was lively discussion on the handling of the
there in the last convention program of perennial problem of routing periodicSpecial Libraries Association that was als; a checklist and guide on equipment,
of benefit to my company, to my pro- layout and planning; new ideas and a
fession, to myself? What draws SLA re-evaluation of old ideas in relation to
members to this annual meeting year staff, personnel and communications.
after year? What does the newcomer
Convention exhibits provided ideas
hope to gain?
for methods in reducing costs, and savI look back to last year's convention ing time and labor. On view also were
and go over the factors that must be new devices for photographic reproductaken into consideration: the necessary tion, for saving space, and maintaining
advance preparation to enable the libra- library holdings. The book exhibits inry to run smoothly in one's absence; the cluded a wide variety of titles available
additional personal expenses to be de- for examination and review, thereby
frayed even when costs are underwrit- simplifying the business of book selecten by one's own organization; the long tion and purchase.
tiring days of concentrated meetings;
the inevitable return to one's own heapLibrary tours offered practical exed up desk.
amples of the variations in work methods necessary to serve various types of
Evaluation
organizations and staffs.
But what a rich yield! Technical
Opportunities for individual conferpapers that offered a wealth of ideas; a
valuable list of current reference sources ences with librarians of geographically
which provided a quick and excellent scattered divisions of the corporation I
buying source; an explanation of the work for were of inestimable value and
organization of literature coming from subsequently paid off handsome divithe North Atlantic Treaty Organization dends in the literature requested and
(NATO) under the Advisory Group supplied all through the year. This same
for Aeronautical Research and Develop- exchange was established with librarians
ment (AGARD); an opporunity to from other organizations.
compare systems set up for the organiAn extensive library refresher course
zation and the maintenance of company in the short space of five days was a
technical reports; a form for keeping considerable return for the comparathe library budget (which I adopted for tively small sum of money and effort
1955); a method of arranging clippings invested.
so that they may be easily identified as
library material; ideas for making pamDetroit in June. I'll be there. Will
phlets, trade catalogs, and government you?
ONVENTION
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Alma Clarvoe Mitchill
A Tribute
I N telling yousomething of the career of Alma Mitchill,
who will retire as librarian of Public Service Electric and
Gas Company in May, it is easy to outline her history and
to enumerate her library accom~lishments. It is hard to
do justice to the outsta;lding q'uality of her leadership
and her many contributions to the advancement of techniques and practices in
the Special Library field, and the results she has achieved.
"Alma," or "Mitch," as she is fondly known to her friends and business associates, is a native of Brooklyn and received her library training under Emma V.
Baldwin i n the Brooklyn Public Library. In 1916, following an urge to get into a
business library, she accepted the post of assistant librarian at Public Service Corporation of New Jersey in Newark. Three years later she was appointed librarian,
the post she has held ever since.
The story of Public Service Electric and Gas Company library is HER story,
for she has built it up to one of the largest and best known utility libraries i n the
country. It has grown from a few hundred books to more than 7,000 volumes
and thousands of pamphlets. Today's circulation of over 136,000 compares wit!i
circulation the first year of 700. It has moved four times, each time to larger
quarters.
Members of SLA Committees, who have worked with Alma, have experienced
unforgettably the force of her vision and leadership and acknowledge her substantial contribution to cooperative progress in the library field. None is more keenly
aware of her attributes than I, and of her pure genius in making and keeping
friends both for herself and for the library profession through Special Libraries
Association.
M y first meeting with her was when she was planning one of the first SLA
exhibits to foster the establishment of libraries. It was a great success and showed
what libraries can do for busy executives.
Too numerous to mention are her Committee and Division activities in SLA.
She was the first President of the New Jersey Chapter, Association Vice-president
LIBRAfrom 1936-1938; Association President from 1938-1940 and Editor of SPECIAL
RIES from 1941-1951; Vice President of the New Jersey Library Association, 19441945. She i s at present a member of the Advisory Board of the Graduate Library
School at Rutgers University and Chairman of the Editorial Board of SPECIAI.
IJBRARIES.
She has contributed many articles and library pamphlets, including "A
Brief for a Corporation Library" published in 1949.
She was the recipient of a special award for her years of service to our
Association i n 1951 at the St. Paul, Minnesota Convention. In December 1950 the
New Jersey Chapter presented her with a life membership in SLA.
In addition to all these library activities Alma served six years as President of
the Newark Zonta Club and two years as President of the Business and Professional Group at Trinity Episcopal Cathedral, Newark. She was one of the organizers
of the Executive Council of Women's Service Clubs of Essex County, New Jersey,
and was its first president.
Alma's host of friends wish her happiness and good health i n the future.
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What the User Expects from the L i b r a r ~ : ~
FREDL. PUNDSACK
Senior Research Chemist, Johns-Manville Corporation, Manville, N. J.

AM NOT an expert in the operation
or mechanics of a library, and on
the whole much of my contact with
libraries has been from the more or less
typical user's selfish attitude-what
can
I get out of them, or what can they do
for me.

I

ture problems of a researcher in this
way: The first task of a scientist entering a field of research is to master the
facts already discovered by earlier workers, and then fo keep abreast of the discoveries of his contemporaries pursuing
fhe same line.

The discussion in this paper will be
from a research man's point of view
and will be directed primarily to the
science-technical libraries. Some of the
discussion will be applicable to special
service libraries in general.

This task is becoming increasingly
difficult, and failure to solve it constitutes a very real threat to the advance
of science. The scientist needs all the
help that he can get from the library in
combating this problem. Thus the library user expects to find a comprehensive file of periodicals relating to
his field of interest (we are assuming
that the user's field of interest is also
the company's field of interest - a not
unlikely state of affairs). The user expects a relatively extensive holding of
reference books and texts, and if necessary he expects to be able to use the
books outside the library.

I t is no exaggeration to say that a
good library is, or at least should be,
one of the most important tools available to the technical man engaged in
research. I t is unfortunate that the preceding statement must be qualified by
the phrase, "or at least should be," but
the need for the qualification originates
from either one of two sources. In general, the library fails to be helpful to
the user because either the user does
not a p p r e c i a t e and u n d e r s t a n d the
operations of the library and its services, or the library is deficient and incapable of rendering the services which
the user can properly expect.

Use of Reference Books

This brings up a delicate point-the
use of reference books outside the library. The reference book cannot be
of much use to the occasional company
staff user if it is more or less permanentAccess to Knowledge
ly retained by an individual, and on
What does the user expect of the li- the other hand to the frequent user of
brary? The answer depends upon the the volume it is not always convenient
problems and the general field of inter- to go to the library to make use of the
est of the user. Speaking from the point book. . A solution of course is to have a
of view of a researcher, I can do no "permanent loan system" in which the
better than to quote an editorial from frequent user of a volume may obtain
Endeavour on "The Accessibility of a copy of the book for his own personal
Knowledge" which sums up the litera- use. Requests for permanent loans should
be made at the discretion of the indi* Paper presented at a meeting of the New vidual user, and if there are abuses of
Jersey Chapter, Special Libraries Association, the system they may be handled on an
individual basis.
Newark, New Jersey, October 7, 1954.
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Abstract Bulletins

I t is extremely helpful to the user
when the library issues some type of
abstract bulletin on a regular basis and
provides a means of circulating periodicals to the user's desk on request.
The abstract bulletin will be only as
useful as the type of material abstracted, and thus the abstracts should be
carefully selected in view of the company-wide user's i n t e r e s t s . M e t h o d s
which might be used to determine those
interests will be discussed later. In addition to abstracting current periodicals,
it is desirable to include patent abstracts in a section of this bulletin too.
The library should also attempt to keep
its user up to date on current acquisitions.
Company Reports

In most cases, the user expects to
obtain access to intra-organizational reports through the library. Company reports usually accumulate at a frightening rate and the indexing of these reports, particularly when comprehensive
cross-indexing on subject matter is desired, is an extensive task. However, a
carefully thought-out indexing system
is well worth the trouble in the increased degree of usefulness of the company
reports to the library user. Application
of a punch-card system of indexing
might be worth consideration in handling
company reports.
Technical Periodicals

The huge avalanche of technical periodicals makes it well-nigh impossible
for all but the largest of special service
libraries to maintain anything approaching a complete file of technical publications. However, every effort should be
made t o maintain a complete file of the
more pertinent publications in the organization's field of interest. Since it is
a foregone conclusion that the file will
not be complete, the library should
provide a means of obtaining copies,
photostats, microfilms, etc. of articles
164

or papers of interest to the users of the
library.
Not only is it almost a necessity to
have a system of obtaining articles in
periodicals not held by the library, but
it is also very desirable to have available some system of reproducing extra
copies of important articles in periodicals which are held by the library.
Such a system of reproducing extra
copies of important articles serves the
same function as the "permanent loan
system" does with reference books -it
serves to retain the bound periodical
volumes on the library shelves where
they are of the most use to the general
users.
The procedure for obtaining copies
of articles should be as free of red tape
and unnecessary forms as possible. I
think that it is an excellent tribute to
most special service libraries that they
still consider the shortest distance between two points to be a straight line,
and that as a consequence they furnish
some rather complicated services on
the strength of a phone call alone.
Translations

The problem of the foreign language
article is rather complex and perhaps
it will never be completely solved until
library users become multilingual and
can do their own translating with proficiency. In the meantime, the user will
continue to expect the library to furnish
some type of translating service-either
sending the articles to an outside translator or in a few fortunate cases maintaining a staff member who is able to
translate.
In the field of foreign scientific articles, it is interesting to note that the
demand for Russian translations has increased markedly in the past several
years, and that a number of universities
now recommend that their candidates
for Ph.D. degrees in science fields fulfill their language requirements with
German and Russian rather than the
more usual German and French combination.

SPECIAL LIBRARIES

Literature Searches

How much can the user rightly expect of the library in the way of literature searches? My personal feeling on
this matter is that the user, particularly
the research man, should make his own
literature survey if it is at all possible.
Time spent in making a literature search
is as important, in many cases more important, than time spent in actual laboratory work. One pertinent article
found in a literature search may change
the whole line of approach to a problem, or may save weeks and months of
repetitive work. Many a research or
development project has never gotten
off the ground because it lacked a
sound literature search.
But what of those cases in which
time does not permit the user to make
his own literature search? What are
the obligations of the library? The library should have clear-cut procedures
for instigating a literature search-procedures as to definition of the subject
or field from the user, time period to be
covered, etc. It is desirable to have the
library staff member making the search
discuss the problem with the user instigating the search. Such procedures are
protective measures both for the library
and the user, because in many cases a
poor literature search is worse than no
search at all. No library should be expected to undertake a literature search
if the subject of the search cannot be
defined to the mutual satisfaction of the
user and the librarian.

Most libraries have grown
bv necessity with the organization which they
serve. This is as it should be, but such
a growth pattern means that the services of the library have extended frcm
time to time, sometimes without fitting
these added services into an organized
plan. Unless a great deal of care is
taken, the library may become an awkward stepchild, tacked onto the company structure in a rather haphazard
manner and in some cases, administered
by a relatively disinterested part of
management. In such cases, it is difficult
for the library to render efficient service, or to obtain a sympathetic ear
when it struggles t o improve its service.
I am not certain that the user can do
very much about this situation-it
is,
strictly speaking, a problem for management.
The net result of such a situation,
however, is that the library and the
user lose contact with each other. There
are other more subtle reasons for loss
of contact between the library and the
user, but what we need to know is how
can the user make the library aware of
his interest?
One informal way, of course, is for
the individual user to talk to the library
staff on his own. Such an approach has
its place, but it suffers because it is haphazard and because it seldom gives a
true picture of the users' interests in
the plural company-wide sense.

Another approach is to send out
questionnaires from time to time. This
is an improvement over the informal,
haphazard individual approach, and deOrganization
pending on the degree of response, it
will give a more or less accurate cross
While a discussion of the organizasection
of the users' interests.
tion and administration of a special service library, and in particular, a company library, is not within the realm of
Library Committee
this talk, I would like to allude to it
briefly because the integration of the
Still another approach which may
library into the company as a whole prove useful in certain cases is the forwill often determine whether or not the mation of a library committee comuser will get what he expects from the posed of representative users of the lilibrary.
brary facilities and services. The com-
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mittee could (1) furnish liaison between users and library; ( 2 ) suggest
improvements in existing library services when necessary; ( 3 ) suggest new
services when they are required. If the
membership of such a committee is
properly selected, the committee will
reflect the users' interest with a fair
degree of accuracy, and with the committee as a sounding board the users'
interests and expectations may find
more articulate expression than they
would otherwise receive.

who because of a gap in their education,
have only a nodding acquaintance with
a library. The plight of this latter group
may be compounded by the fact that
rather than admit ignorance they merely steer clear of using the library to any
extent. The reaction of the exasperated
librarian at this point is probably to
let them sink or swim on their own.
However, some effort to help them
might be worthwhile.

I think it would repay the librarian
manyfold if some time and effort were
spent in preparing a written Introduction to the Amalgamated Company LiEducating the User
brary, or some such title, giving a little
Library staffs are notoriously overbit about the background and history
worked, and thus I approach with some
of the library, the names of the staff
hesitation this next subject. The hesi- members and their duties, the services
tation is engendered by the fact that the library renders or is prepared to
the problem is rightly one which should
render and how to get them, a list of
not have to concern the library to any periodicals received by the library and
great extent. Yet it probably constitutes the extent of the file on these periodicone of the more formidable barriers to
als, and any other information the libraeficient use of company libraries. It is rian may deem worthwhile. A reading
the education of the technical man in list of books devoted to the sometimes
the use of the library. No matter how intricate mysteries of libraries might
much planning, time, effort and money even prove useful.
may have gone into producing an efIn addition to this, it would be valuficient library, much of the expenditure
will be lost when the user does not able if the library staff members could
know how to take advantage of the ser- arrange to talk informally to small
vices offered him. Some technical men groups of the library users from time to
have an adequate grasp of the opera- time and explain what the library is all
tions of a library and are able to take about and what users can do to help
advantage of their services. Unfortu- themselves. The talks might be called
nately there are other technical people, "What the Library Expects of the User."

I
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Next Issue
The May-June issue of SPECIALLIBRARIES
will include the following
articles :
Circulating the Table of Contents of Magazines, T. J. KOPKIN,librarian,
U. S. Naval Gun Factory.
JANIS,
How Trade Papers Are Used by a Special Library, KATHARINE
assistant librarian, International Nickel Company.
The Library of a Fund Raising Organization, LAURENCE
CAZALE,
staff
member, John Price Jones Company.
What " A S P and "239" Mean to Libraries, RUTH MASON,American
Standards Association.
and more news on
SLA'S 46th ANNUAL CONVENTION PROGRAM
Special Features . . . "Toledo Day" . . . Convention Speakers
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

Organizing a Medical Library in a
Tuberculosis Hospital
PEGGY
W. LINT
Medical Librarian, U.S. Public Health Service Hospital,
Manhattan Beach, Brooklyn, N. Y.

T

simplicity and flexibility as the objectives, the Cunningham system was
adopted. It has adequately fulfilled these
needs and under its system, our library
of textbooks has increased to a present
total of well over 500: with few complicating growing pains.
At the outset, the medical journal
section consisted of approximately 1,000
single issues of periodicals, unclassified
as to type or date. In contrast, there
are now 136 bound volumes and approximately 1,650 single issues, alphabetically arranged on the shelves. Current issues are kept on a separate book
rack.
The question of subscribing to new
medical journals has involved much
thought and selectivity and at present
our collection includes subscriptions to
forty-one periodicals. R e p r e s e n t e d
Description
among them, in addition to journals
The medical library is located ad- covering tuberculosis and diseases of
jacent to the clinical director's office in the chest, are those devoted to the fields
the main area of the hospital. I t con- of general medicine, pulmonary physisists of one reading room, which ac- ology, nursing, dentistry, dietetics, and
commodates about ten persons, and a hospital administration.
separate office for the librarian, conOrientation in the use of the medical
taining pamphlet files, miscellaneous library is carried out on an individual
library equipment, and check-out desk. basis. New physicians and professional
Both rooms are attractively and com- personnel are introduced to the library
fortably furnished. A patient-employee index file. This is a straight dictionary
acts as assistant librarian, working for catalog in which items are filed under
three to four hours a day; this assign- both author and title of book. A third
ment is one of our rehabilitation projects. card is filed in the classification file
At the time of organization of the which follows the order of arrangement
medical library, the collection of text- of the books on the shelves.
books totaled 190 volumes. This inWhile the medical library has alcluded all books ranging from current ways been a welcome auxiliary to our
to obsolete. The first task was to select hospital, it was not until the arrival in
a system of classification best suited to early 1952 of Dr. John L. Wilson as
our requirements. The major classifica- medical officer in charge that it astion systems were reviewed, and, with sumed its present important status as a

PUBLIC
HEALTHSERVICE
HOSis a 350 bed hospital devoted
primarily to the care and treatment of
patients with pulmonary tuberculosis.
The professional staff consists of eight
full-time medical officers, one dental
officer, and one intern. In addition, there
are fifty-eight other people of professional or sub-professional status in the
hospital, who are allowed free use of
the medical library.
Shortly after the transfer of this hospital from N e p o n s i t to M a n h a t t a n
Beach in 1950, the desirability and
necessity for a medical library in a hospital of this size became apparent. The
purpose of this report is to make available to similar institutions our experiences in achieving this aim.
HE

PITAL
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recognized and significant department
of the hospital. A library committee
was organized, composed of three members of the medical staff, the assistant
director of nurses, and the librarian,
who is also the secretary.
Library Committee

The purpose of the library committee is to assure the maintenance of an
up-to-date library which will serve to
the professional advantage of our staff.
Its primary function is to serve as a
liaison group between the librarian and
the respective departments and to aid
the librarian by serving as an advisory
group on problems and matters concerning the library.
Meetings of the library committee
are held monthly, at which time minutes are recorded and copies sent to
each member prior to the next meeting.
An agenda of all problems, suggestions,
and contemplated activities requiring
consideration is submitted by the librarian. The selection of books and/or
journals is made by the library committee, which reviews suggestions presented in writing by the professional
and administrative staffs.
Regulations

The library committee formulated
the following set of regulations which
was circulated to all sections of the
hospital having borrowing privileges:
1. The Medical Library is open daily
from 9:00 A.M. to 12:00 Noon, and
from 12 :45 P.M. to 4:30 P.M., Monday
through Friday. I t will be closed and
locked at all other times.

2. The Library will be available for
emergency use at times other than
mentioned in paragraph one. A key to
the Library will be kept in a sealed envelope at the Telephone Operator's
desk. This key may be used; however,
a written note must be enclosed in the
envelope as to why the Library was
used. I t is requested that if anyone anticipates reading over the week end, or

in the evening, such reading material
be checked out of the Library in advance, during the regular open hours.
3. The Medical Library will serve the
Medical, Dental, Nursing, and Dietary
professional staffs, heads of sections of
the administrative staff, Medical and
X-ray Technicians, the Social Service
Workers, Rehabilitation Counselor, Occupational Therapists, and the Medical
Records Librarian of the hospital. Personnel not included in the foregoing
categories may borrow books upon the
responsibility of their respective section
heads.

4. Current medical journals may be
borrowed only over night or over the
week end.

5. Other medical journals may be borrowed for seven days.
6. Medical books may be borrowed for
seven days.

7. A notice will be sent to all those
entitled to use the Library, listing new
books received. The current books will
be kept on a shelf designated as such
for one month, and may be borrowed
only over night or over the week end.
8. Current medical journals may not be
renewed, but other medical journals
and books may be renewed for seven
days, if no one else has requested that
book or periodical.
9. All books and periodicals must be
signed for by the borrower before leaving the Library.

10. Any person losing a book or journal will be expected to replace it.
11. Anyone wishing to return a book
before the Library is open, may do so
by returning it to the Clinical Director's office, or the telephone desk.
12. The Librarian has been instructed
to insist that these rules be enforced.
13. The Librarian will assist in locating
material in the Public Health Service
Library and will secure items available
at other medical libraries.
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

Since the treatment of tuberculosis
is presently the subject of much research, including the rapidly changing
chemotherapy and surgical procedures
employed, it is imperative that our
literature be complete and up to date.
Textbooks are necessarily being modified and revised; it is of vital importance, therefore, that the library supply our staff with books and periodicals
offering the most reliable data applicable to this field, as it becomes available. In a paper recently written by
two members of our medical staff, Current Concepts in the Treatment of Pulmonary Tuberculosis, presented at the
meeting of a clinical society a t New
Orleans, 48 of the 52 references were
immediately accessible in our own medical library.

lous and non-tuberculous diseases of
the heart and lungs.
Since the ultimate measure of usefulness of a library is the degree to
which it is employed by the members
of the hospital professional staff, it is
indeed gratifying to note that there
has been a steady, almost geometric increase in the extent to which library
material is being used by all sections
of the hospital. It is particularly satisfying to the librarian to note the Journal Club members (medical, nursing,
dietary, etc.) come scurrying to the library to gather material in preparation
for forthcoming meetings. In the medical library they find not only the scientific research material in question, but
also literature on the fundamentals of
good public speaking to help them "put
their subjects across".

Our future plans include the following :
The medical library has become the 1. A collection of pathological slides on
focal point of various educational en- diseases of the chest from our own madeavors. An exhibit is presently being terial and from the teaching sessions of
displayed on Body Section Roentgen- the Massachusetts General Hospital.
ography (tomography) demonstrating 2. Collection of a series of reprints
its value in the diagnosis and treat- dealing with pulmonary physiology, so
ment of pulmonary tuberculosis. Fif- as to enable the members of the proteen actual cases are presented illus- fessional staff to fully understand and
trating the comparative advantages of take advantage of the facilities of our
tomography over the routine chest Pulmonary Function Laboratory.
films in demonstrating cavitation. This
3. Expansion of the library to include
exhibit was displayed at a clinical sothe more recent literature in other
ciety meeting a t New Orleans and refields of medicine, i.e., journals as well
ceived favorable comment.
as textbooks.
A folio of anatomical plates is in the
T o achieve success, inspiration and
making at the present time. This in- cooperation are necessary. The libraricludes a series of colored anatomical an has never had to "sell" ideas to manand pathological illustrations of great agement as is so prevalent in other hosvalue for teaching purposes.
pitals. The superintendent (medical ofAnother noteworthy project under ficer in charge), the clinical director,
way is the development of an X-ray and one of our physicians, all of whom
film museum to be housed in the li- are members of the library committee,
brary. This will be devoted to diseases are constantly striving to maintain the
of the chest, and will contain repre- library as an active, attractive, and usesentative films of particular interest ful section of the hospital. In spite of
and value for teaching purposes. These their burden of professional duties, they
will include a range of normal findings attend meetings regularly and show a
as well as the spectrum of abnormalities vital interest in the education of the
to be noted in various types of tubercu- professional staff.
Exhibits
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CONVENTION SPEAKERS

Book and Author Luncheon
June 13, 1955
Sponsored b y SLA Publishing and Advertising Divisions
The SLA Convention program in Detroit will feature a Book and Author
Luncheon, Monday, June 13, sponsored
by the Publishing and Advertising Divisions. All interested SLA members
are welcome t o attend.
Harriette Arnow, author of The Dollmaker and Hunter's Horn, and Howard
H. Peckham, author of Captured by
Indians, will be the guest speakers.

of sorts in the Cumberland National
Forest and lived there for five years as
writers and farmers, mostly farmers."
During the war, the Arnows lived in
Detroit; their home is now near Ann
Arbor, Michigan. They have two children, a girl and a boy.
The Dollmaker (Macmillan) was reviewed most favorably by the critics
and has received universal acclaim.

HARRIETTE ARNOW
Harriette Arnow was born in Wayne
County, Kentucky, received her early
schooling in Burnside, attended Berea
College and later took a Bachelor of
Science degree at the University of
Louisville. She taught school in Pulaski
County and for a short time in Louisville, then moved to Cincinnati and
began taking odd jobs that would allow
her more time "trying to write," working as waitress, cashier, and clerk in a
lending library. I n 1939 she married
and with her husband bought "a farm

HOWARD H. PECKHAM
Howard H. Peckham is director of
the Clements Library a t the University
of Michigan. H e was director of the
Indiana Historical Bureau and Secretary of the Indiana Historical Society
from 1945 to 1953. Mr. Peckham has
recently been elected president of the
American Association for State and
Local History.
Captured by Indians (Rutgers University Press) is exciting Americana
relating the experiences of pioneers who
survived captivity by the Indians.
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JAMES E. MYERS

James E. Myers, manager, Methods
and Procedures Division, Burroughs Corporation, will speak June 13 a t the convention-wide meeting on "Automation
- Its Effect on Us."
Mr. Myers became a member of Burroughs Research Center staff in 1949
and his assignments since then have
included operations research, new product planning, military systems development and electronic digital computer
development. As associate director of
Burroughs Research Center, he was responsible for establishing a defense contract and product diversification program. Mr. Myers was appointed t o his
present position in 1954.
Mr. Myers is a graduate of the University of Michigan. H e is a member of
various professional organizations.

PAT SMITH

Mr. P a t Smith, associated for the past
twenty years with the Photographic Department of General Motors Corporation, will be the guest speaker at a meeting of the Picture Division to be held
at the Detroit Institute of Arts, Tuesday
morning, June 14.
Mr. Smith heads a staff of nine employees. His principal duties are to supply daily the hundreds of requests for
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ROBERT J. EGGERT

Robert J. Eggert, marketing research
manager of Ford Division, Ford Motor
Company, will speak on "Marketing Research behind the Ford of the Future,"
at a joint dinner meeting of the Financiai, Advertising and Business Divisions, Monday evening, June 13.
Mr. Eggert joined Ford in January
1951, assuming responsibilities over the
activities of the Consumer Research
Department and the Economic Studies
Department. Before coming to Ford,
he was an economist and associate director of marketing, American Meat
Institute, Chicago.
Mr. Eggert is a graduate of the University of Illinois. H e is currently national director of the American Marketing Association and is active in a
number of professional organizations.

varied photographic services desired by
the divisions and Central Office departments of the corporation. Not the least
of these requests are for reprints from
many of the 2,000,000 negatives retained on file and being added to daily
in ever-increasing quantity and subject
matter. How the General Motors Photographic Department maintains this ever
active library of negatives will be the
subject of Mr. Smith's talk before the
SLA Picture Division.

ROSS ROY

Ross Roy, president of Ross Roy,
Inc., will discuss automation at the convention-wide meeting, Monday morning, June 13.
Mr. Roy was born July 22, 1898, at
Kingston, Ontario, and was the second
eldest of four children born to Dr. and
Mrs. Emile Roy. In 1900, the Roy family moved to Wausau, Wisconsin, where
Mr. Roy received his early education
in the public schools, graduating from
Wausau High School in 1917. That
same year he enlisted in the Army and
became an ambulance driver in France
during World War I. On his return
from France Mr. Roy took a job selling
cars in Janesville, Wisconsin.
An experience in selling Dodge cars
-a tale that might rightfully be placed
in "the sale I never forgot" categorystarted him on a career as an advertising and sales counselor.
Mr. Roy called upon the president of
a Janesville bank to interest him in a
new car. The banker, however, had decided to buy a competitive make-a
car that Mr. Roy knew little about.
After leaving the banker's office, Mr.
Roy made up his mind to subscribe to
this cardinal rule of selling: "Know
your product and know your competition."

That night, after gathering all available data he could find on the competitive car in which the banker was interested, Mr. Roy drew up a comparison
which made it easy for him to show,
point by point, the advantages the
Dodge had over the competitive make.
Armed with these facts, Mr. Roy was
waiting at the banker's office the following morning as the bank opened. The
comparison enabled him to support his
sales argument that the Dodge was the
better car. The session was brief, but
when Mr. Roy left, he took with him an
order for a new Dodge.
Mr. Roy worked up comparisons on
other competitive makes of cars and
soon was outselling other salesmen. His
activities drew the attention of Dodge
factory officials, who asked if he would
make the service available to other
Dodge dealers. In 1926, Mr. Roy formed
his own organization and soon was providing his comparative service to Dodge
dealers over the country. A year later
he moved to Detroit to be closer to the
hub of the automobile industry. By
1928 the company was producing comparative services, as well as automotiveproduct handbooks and bulletins, for all
car divisions of the Chrysler Corporation.
The postwar years found the agency's
services in demend and several new advertising accounts added to its list of
clients. T o keep pace, the company increased its merchandising, sales-training, and sales-promotional activities.
The agency eventually took over all
the floors of the five-story, block-long
building it occupies today in Detroit.
In addition to its activities for its many
clients as an advertising agency, Ross
Rcry, Inc., has grown into one of the
largest merchandising, training, and promotion organizations in the country.
Mr. Roy is active in Detroit's civic
affairs. He is a member of the board
of directors of the Detroit Board of
Commerce, and a member of the committees on public health and economic
education.
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J. C. DOYLE

LUCILLE PlETl

J. C. (Larry) Doyle, guest speaker
at the SLA Convention Banquet in Detroit, June 15, 1955, has been associated
with Ford Motor Company since 1916.
Mr. Doyle supervises Sales and Advertising Staff activities under Walker
A. Williams, vice-president, Sales and
Advertising. He also has functional supervision of sales and advertising activities for both Ford and Lincoln-Mercury
divisions.

1.ucille Pieti, guest speaker at a
luncheon of the S-T Engineering Section, Tuesday, June 14, will review what
goes on "Behind the Scenes in Engineering."
Lucille Pieti was first employed by
Chrysler in June of 1944, when she enrolled in Chrysler Corporation's cooperative student-training program. She
spent the next six years rotating between her Wayne University classroom
and the production departments and
research and engineering laboratories of
the Engineering Division of Chrysler
Mr. B. H. Weil, manager of Informa- Corporation.
Miss Pieti, who was the only woman
tion Services of the Ethyl Corporation
Research Laboratories, Detroit. Mich- in a graduating class of three hundred
igan, will discuss "Information on Fuels, engineers, received her B.S.M.E. degree
Lubricants and Engines" at a meeting from Wayne University, Detroit.
of the S-T Petroleum Section, Tuesday
She was the first woman engineer in
afternoon, June 14.
Chrysler Corporation's history to travel
As Manager of Information Services, throughout the United States to explain
Mr. Weil directs groups engaged in to the public how modern automobiles
preparing technical publications, report are conceived, designed and executed.
editing, literature searching, library and This was her assignment when she travfiling operations, and graphic-arts ser- eled with Chrysler's New Worlds in
vices.
Motion Show.
He is the author or editor of numerWhen the show closed in March of
ous books and papers, including the 1954, Miss Pieti went to California to
recent book, "The Technical Report, Its do a series of network television comPreparation, Processing, and Use in In- mercials with a Plymouth sponsored
dustry and Government." He is editor television show.
of Chemical Literature, quarterly bulMiss Pieti is curren.tly assigned to
letin of the American Chemical Society's the Technical Information Section as a
Division of Chemical Literature.
technical writer in Central Engineering.
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Division Highlights
SHIRLEY
F. HARPER
SLA Division Liaison Officer
BULLETINS

dorfer. Questionnaires have been sent
and the new information is being compiled.

A "strenuous" advertising campaign
and a reduction in the subscription
Dr. Walter W. Ristow of the Geograprice are the strategy for the ScienceTechnology Division's drive to increase phy and Map Division is chairman of
the distribution of Sci-Tech News. This a seven-member committee to compile
is an effort to slay, or at least subdue, a list of basic reference materials for a
the two-headed dragon of bulletin pub- geography and map library. Aids to
lishing -need for sources of funds to cartographic research will receive major
support a bulletin, above what can be attention in the list. The committee is
spent from the Division treasury, and now in the process of drawing up a list
need for a communication medium which of major topical subdivisions and forrnuwill reach all members. Many other Di- lating its working plan.
visions face this same problem and will
Two Science-Technology Division pubfollow the progress of the campaign
lications are near completion. Special
with great interest.
Libraries Planning and Equipment, the
The Museum Division is asking each report of the 1954 convention program
member to contribute material for its on library planning, edited by Marbulletin in an effort to increase partici- garet Hilligan, is ready for the printer.
pation and spread the responsibility for The Union List of Technical Periodican effective bulletin.
als, 4th edition, is going into the final
editing stage. This is a Michigan ChapFour hundred items changed hands
ter project. Miriam Landuyt is editor
as a result of the first two duplicate exof an Engineering Section project, Bibchange lists sent out with Metals Diviliography of Engineering Abstracting
sion News. This highly successful projServices.
ect will be continued. The Division has
conducted a survey on the problem of
getting information on foreign alloys
A petition for the establishment
for its members and is considering variof a Paper Section has been preous plans for such a project.
sented to the Science-Technology
Division Advisory Committee. The
purpose of this new section would
PUBLICATIONS
be to bring together librarians
Transportation Serials Lists for the
from the cellulose, paper, and alMontreal, West Coast, and New York
lied industries. David R. Weiser,
areas have been completed by members
research librarian, Champion Papof the Transportation Division. These
er and Fibre Company, Hamilton,
lists are being compiled on a regional
Ohio, is directing the plans for
basis and may be combined for publiorganizing this new Paper Section.
cation when all are completed.
The petition will be voted on at
the time of the Detroit meeting.
The Financial Division's Handbook
--

of Commercial, Financial and Information Sources is being revised under the
direction of the editor, Walter Haus-

-adapted
from Sci-Tech News,
March 1955
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ACTIVITIES AND PROJECTS

MEMBERSHIP
CAMPAIGN
Bill M. Woods, Geography and Map
Division, and Donald Shepard, Museum
Division, are chairmen in charge of two
current m e m b e r s h i p campaigns. Dr.
Gerlach gives Mr. Woods credit for a
seventeen per cent increase in the membership of the Geography and Map Division. In the Museum Division each
member is being asked to get a new
member via a mail drive.

SLA REPRESENTATIVE
Mrs. Elizabeth Baker is representing
the Hospital Division as a member of
the Joint Planning Commission for Hospital Library Activities. This Committee has just been formed and includes
representatives of the Hospital groups
within ALA, CLA, MLA, and SLA. It
will serve as a clearing house for ideas
and projects with the hope that joint
efforts will be more fruitful on some
projects.
GEOGRAPHY
AND MAP AWARD
The Geography and Map Division
has established an annual Honors Award
for outstanding contributions to the field
of geography and map librarianship.
Because this is the first award of its
kind to be established by a Division, it
was first approved by the Constitution
and By-Laws and the Awards Committees. It has now been approved by the
Executive Board. A committee has been
appointed to select the first recipient,
and the first award will be made at the
Detroit convention.

Membership directories have been
published by several Divisions. The
Metals Division has also published bylaws. Its procedure manual is being revised and enlarged. The Social Sciences
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Division has had committees working
for the past two years on the problem
of Division structure and the allocation
of duties to the several officers and
committee chairmen. An organization
manual is being prepared.
MISCELLANEOUS
The findings of the Science-Technology Division Special Committee on a
Roster of Scientific and Technical Librarians were reported t o the Executive
Board at the fall meeting, with the
recommendation that the Association
undertake the establishment of a national register of special librarians. The
survey provided some very useful information, but such a project cannot be
continued on a current basis as a committee function. The Executive Board
has appointed a committee to study the
recommendations given in the report.
The Insurance Division is currently
engaged in a survey of nationwide insurance associations which will provide
much-needed information on the many
organizations in all fields of insurance.
The Division hopes to publish this survey.
A report of the Metals Division's fall
conference in Chicago was printed in
the December SPECIALLIBRARIES.
The
next conference will be held in Philadelphia, October 17-21, 1955.
BULLETIN EDITORS' ROUND TABLE

To all Bulletin Editors: If you are going
to be in Detroit for the 46th Annual
Convention, be sure to attend the Third
Annual SLA Bulletin Editors' Breakfast
and Round-Table Discussion, Tuesday,
June 14, at 7:30 A.M.
Rosemary Demarest, librarian, Price
Waterhouse & Co., New York City, will
act as moderator. Miss Demarest was
editor of the New York Chapter News,
1953-54.
Please send any suggestions, or topics
you would like to have discussed at the
Round Table, to Miss Demarest.
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Have you heard
MIT Theses
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology has announced the publication
of the 1952-1953 Abstracts of Theses.
The 276-page paper-bound book includes abstracts of 174 theses accepted
for the Doctor's degree at MIT. Microfilms or photoprints of each complete
thesis text may be ordered by reference
to the information given in the publication. Copies of the 1952-1953 Abstracts of Theses are available at $2.50
from the M I T Office of Publications,
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts.

*

*

*

Topographic Maps
New editions of three United States
and
-are
available without charge on request from the Geological Survey, U. S.
Department of the Interior, Washington 25, D. C.

The maps

areas
by
maps produced
the Geelogical Survey and other Federal agenties, as
as new
in progress,
and a11 areas covered by aerial photographs
by Or
State and commercial agencies.

*

*

*

Current Articles Unlimited
Current Articles Unlimited has been
newly organized to provide a Table of
Contents service covering hundreds of
the leading medical-technical journals.
The service may be used by libraries to
fill in their journal subscription gaps,
and to keep librarians and company
personnel abreast of current articles
published in journals not received on
subscription. Also, multiple copies of
the Tables of Contents of subscription
journals may be used as the basis of
library journal circulation.
Libraries may request subject mailings such as "Pharmacology" or "Biochemistry," etc. or may make arrangements to receive specific journals on a
selective basis cutting across main journal topics.

.. .

Prompt weekly mailings by Current
Articles Unlimited will be an important
factor in making this service valuable.
Mailings are to begin with July issues.
For full details direct inquiries to:
Roslyn Glicksman, Current Articles Unlimited, Spartan Company, 18 East 17th
S t , New York 3, N. Y.

Award to Miss Evans
Miss 0. Louise Evans, librarian of
the Bureau of Public Roads, has received the United States Department of
Commerce award for meritorious service to the Bureau. She was presented
with the citation at the Annual Honor
Awards program, February 23: 1955,
held in the United States Department
of Commerce Auditorium, Washington,
D. C.
The citation reads: For extremely
valuable service to highway administrators and students of highway problems
through the development of a comprehensive highway library.
Miss Evans recently received the
American Association of State Highway Officials twenty-five year award
for meritorious public service. She is
the first woman employee of the Bureau of Public Roads to receive this
award.

Docket Series
The Holmes Reader, edited by Julius
J. Marke, librarian of the New York
University School of Law, will be issued
this spring by Oceana Publications as
the first publication in their new Docket
Series. This series will present original
and reprint material on the lives and
important works of great American jurists. The series will be of interest to the
layman as well as to those practicing or
studying law.
A paperbound edition will be available at one dollar. A clothbound library
edition will be available at $3.50.
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

Publishing Division

ant librarian (medicine). The test is
open to citizens of the United States.
The job starts at $4,130 and increases
to $5,200 in five annual steps.

The Publishing Division of the Special Libraries Association was invited
to present a program a t the meeting
Duties include cataloging, classifysponsored by the National Conference
of Business Paper Editors at the An- ing and processing medical and sciennual Eastern Conference of the Asso- tific literature, some of which is in forciated Business Publications held at the eign languages.
Hotel Roosevelt, March 2, 1955. The
Candidates can qualify by offering
program was based on the panel dis- ( a ) college graduation supplemented
cussion on "Publishers and Policies" by satisfactory completion of one year
given at the 1954 SLA Convention in in an approved library school, plus one
Cincinnati. The opportunity to present year of satisfactory full-time library
it was eagerly accepted since it was the experience; ( b ) a bachelor's degree in
consensus of the panel that the best library science plus two years of the
way to achieve the standards suggested above experience; or ( c ) a satisfactory
was by direct contact with the editors equivalent combination of the foreand publishers involved.
going training and experience.
Anne J. Richter, of the R. R. Bowker
The last date for filing applications
Company and chairman of the Publish- is May 6. For further information, write
ing Division, served as moderator of the t h ~Recruitment Unit, State Departprogram, stressing the SLA slogan "Put- ment of Civil Service, Albany, New
ting Knowledge to Work." Katherine York.
Janis, assistant librarian of the International Nickel Company Library, presented a paper on "How Trade Papers
Illinois Summer Session
are Used by a Special Library."
The University of Illinois Library
Martha O'Leary, librarian of Benton
School will sponsor a second Map
& Bowles and member of the 1954 SLA
Workshop from June 11-22, 1955, in
panel in Cincinnati, was the second
Urbana. Lectures and discussions on
speaker. Mrs. O'Leary discussed briefly
the
reading, history bibliography, classithe "Checklist for Periodical Publishers"
fication, cataloging, and use of maps,
prepared by the Publishing Division
and distributed to the audience prior to atlases, and aerial photographs will be
the meeting. By means of a series of given by faculty from the library School
slides showing ideal format of periodical and the Department of Geography. Bill
pages, Mrs. O'Leary pointed out that M. Woods, map librarian of the Unimany editors have already anticipated versity of Illinois Library, will direct
the needs of the reference worker by the Workshop.
conforming to these standards. She called
attention to minor changes in format
that could be effected by all ABP members at very little extra cost and that
would considerably increase speed, accuracy and convenience in reference
use of trade and technical journals.
Examination for Medical Librarians

The New York State Civil Service
Department will hold an examination
on June 4 to fill two positions as assistAPRIL, 1955

The Workshop will be a non-credit
course for librarians, geographers, and
others who have the responsibility for
organizing and supervising a map collection. I t will be offered for a minimum of ten persons and for no more
than twenty-five. Advance registration
should be made by June 15. A registration fee of twenty dollars will be charged. Further information can be secured
by writing the Associate Director, University of Illinois Library School, Urbana, Illinois.
177

North Carolina Summer Session

LETTERS T O T H E EDITOR

The 1955 Summer Session in the
School of Library Science, University
of North Carolina, will be divided into
two terms, June 9 to July 16, and July
18 to August 24. Courses will be offered
for those students interested in obtaining a degree in library science and for
those who wish to meet certification requirements for school library positions.
A full program for an individual student will be two 3-semester hour courses
a term. In planning the summer courses,
the needs of students previously enrolled have been considered, while new
students will find it possible to begin
work on any of the four programs which
the School offers.
The chief requirement for admission
to work towards a degree in library
science is a bachelor's degree based on a
good general education in an approved
college or university. Persons with college
majors in fields as varied as chemistry
and English are needed to prepare for
work in different types of libraries.

Naturally I read with much interest
the article by Mrs. Marjorie Storer,
"Special Libraries in the Philippines,"
in the February issue of SPECIAL
LIBRARIES. It is true that I made the survey
and suggested the program of cooperative action. However, I merely made
the recommendation and left Manila
almost immediately afterward. I t was
Mrs. Storer who prepared details of the
plan for submission to PHILCUSA
and
the two committees she mentioned. She
laid out the initial procedures and conducted training and other conferences.
Perhaps most important, she found Miss
Concordia Sanchez and succeeded in
getting her transferred to the project.
Although I have not had a chance to
visit Manila since 1952, I am still very
much interested in this unique project.
9 am glad to see it brought to the attention of American librarians but I
would also like to see the credit for its
very successful start given where it
belongs, namely to Mrs. Storer.
MARYANGLEMYER,
Assistant Editor

*

*

*

Douglass College

Effective April 16, the name of the
New Jersey College for Women will be
changed to Douglass College, in honor
of Mabel Smith Douglass, primary
founder and first dean. The Board of
Trustees of Rutgers University has
granted approval of naming the women's college of the State University of
New Jersey in honor of Mrs. Douglass.

*

*

*

Brussels Congress

The time limit for sending in papers
for the International Congress of Libraries and Documentation Centres to
be held in Brussels, September 11-18,
1955 has been extended to May 31,
1955. The preliminary reports on the
basis of which papers are to be prepared were published in March. This
volume may be borrowed from SLA
Headquarters by any member of the
Association interested in submitting a
paper. The Library of Congress will
as an assembly point for all papers prepared in the United States.

Dewey Decimal Classification Editorial Office
Library of Congress, Washington 25, D.C.

The two articles on U. S. patent data
which appeared in the January 1955
issue of SPECIALLIBRARIES,
if available
in reprint, will be useful bibliographic
guides for the patrons of our library.
A. POSNER,
Cataloger
FRANCES
The Chicago Bar Association
Chicago, Illinois

The SPECIALLIBRARIES
Transportation issue (February) is an eye-opening
issue to many of the folks who have
seen it around here, and I am sure the
other authors are receiving as many
congratulatory letters and phone calls
as I am.
ELIZABETH
0 . CULLEN,Librarian
Bureau of Railway Economics
Association of American Railroads
Washington 6, D. C.
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In Memoriam
Dorsey W. Hyde, Jr.
Dorsey W. Hyde, Jr., one of the first to see clearly the function of the library
in government and business service, and a leader in the effective development of
that function, died January 31, 1955. Active in the Special Libraries Association in
its formative years and its President from 1920-1922, his constructive guidance left
an indelible mark on the work of that group. Through his understanding of the
necessity of sound organization in the archival field, his contribution as the Director of Archival Service of the National Archives of the United States stands as a
lasting memorial to his farsighted leadership.
Growing up in the Plainfield so vividly depicted by Van Wyck Brooks, attending first Rutgers and then Cornell (A.B. 1910), going on to Jive in Paris and work
at the Sorbonne, Dorsey Hyde passed his early years in environments that were
particularly fitted to develop his exceptional native ability. In his association with
various fields of civic activity he found a metier peculiarly adapted to his qualifications. First in editorial work with The American City and then as chief of its
research bureau he had ample opportunity to see the value of the relation of
published experience to present problems, and, as head of the New York Municipal Reference Library, he fostered close connections between city departments and
library resources. Later as chief of the research bureau of Packard Motor Car and
then as chief of the Civic Development Department of the Chamber of Commerce
of the United States he brought his gifts of organization and interpretation to the
promotion of the recognition by business and business groups of the place that
organized published information should hold in their operations.
With his firsthand knowledge of the application of the information resources
to the solution of civic and business problems, it was natural that with the fullscale organization of the National Archives of the United States, he should become
its Director of Archival Service. In that capacity, in committee work for the
American Library Association and the Special Libraries Association, and as a longstanding member of the Publications Committee of Public Affairs Information
Service, he was instrumental i n clarifying the relationships and strengthening the
opportunities for cooperation between these various agencies.
Perhaps of all his contacts, that with the Special Libraries Association gave
Dorsey Hyde his greatest satisfaction. As President of the New York Chapter i n
191 8 and as Vice-president and President of the national association 1920-1 922,
he did much to further the organization's growth. In his association with the first
edition of the Handbook of Commercial and Financial Services and as editor of the
Special Libraries Directory, 1921, he strengthened knowledge of available resources. As a committee member and chairman in various capacities, he spared no
effort to advance the profession of special librarianship.
In his charming Georgetown home where climbing roses made the garden
fragrant, Dorsey Hyde was perhaps at his best. There in reminiscences of the
literary world of Paris before the first World War or in constructive planning for
the future in archival development, he shared gladly with others the fruits of his
years of lively intellectual curiosity. In the later years of retirement his fondness
for gardening and historical research found their outlet in a home of long family
association i n New Hampshire.
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Off the Press
Librarianship
ANNUALREPORTOF THE LIBRARIANOF CONGRESS FOR THE FISCALYEAR ENDINGJUNE
30, 1954. Washington, D. C.: United States
Government Printing Office, 1955. 178p.
Gratis.

...

BANNEDBOOKS. Informal Notes on Some
Books Banned for Various Reasons a t Various Times and in Various Places. By Anne
Lyon Haight. 2nd ed. rev. New York:
R. R. Bowker, 1955. 172p. $4. Paper, 75
cents.

BIRDSOF THE WORLD.Their Life and Habits.
By Paul Barruel. New York: Oxford UniBUYINGLIST OF BOOKSFOR SMALLLIBRARIES.
versity Press, 1954. 204p. $12.50.
Compiled by Orrilla Thompson Blackshear.
8th ed. Chicago: American Library Association, 1954. 198p. Paper, $3.75.
FINANCE
FACTSAND FIGURESON GOVERNMENT
About 1,800 titles published largely from
1954-1955, 8th ed. New York: The Tax
1945 to 1953.
Foundation (30 Rockefeller Plaza) 1954.
251p. Paper, $2.
Current and historical statistics about the
DEVELOPMENTOF
PUBLIC LIBRARIES IN
AFRICA. The Ibadan Seminar. (UNESCO fiscal operations of Federal, state and local
governments.
Public Library Manuals No. 6) Paris:
UNESCO (available from Columbia University Press, New York) 1954. 155p.
Paper, $1.75.
Selection of working papers, group reports,
and recommendations of the UNESCO Seminar, held at Ibadan, Nigeria, summer of 1953.
A HANDBOOK
FOR LIBRARYTRUSTEES.By
Marian Manley Winser. New York: R. R.
Bowker, 1955. 114p. $3.
Provides the trustee with an overall picture
of the responsibilities and opportunities of his
office.
WHO'S WHO IN LIBRARIANSHIP.
Edited by
Thomas Landau. Foreword by Robert L.
Collison. Cambridge, England: Bowes &
Bowes, 1954. 269p. App. $7.
Biographical data of over 2,000 professional
librarians of national, public, university and
special libraries in Great Britain, Commonwealth countries and Colonies. A classified
special interests section provides a guide to
'Who Knows What.'

Reference
ALL ABOUT AIRCRAFT.By D. M. Desoutter.
New York: John de Graff, 1955. 470p. $5.
A compendium of aeronautical information for
the layman. Includes material on design and
structure; missiles; research, etc. Drawings,
photographs, glossary of terms.
AN ANALYTICAL
INDEXTO American Literature. Volumes I-XX. March 1929-January
1949. By Thomas F. Marshall. Durham,
N. C.: Duke University Press, 1954. 154p.
$5.
The volume is divided into two parts, an
author-subject and a book-review index.

GOLDSTARLIST OF AMERICANFICTION.Compiled by Syracuse Public Library Staff. 40th
ed. Syracuse, N. Y.: Syracuse Public Library, 1955. 65p. Paper, 75 cents.
Annotated list of selected American fiction
from James Fennimore Cooper to the present.
GUIDETO GENEALOGICAL
AND BIOGRAPHICAL
SOURCESFOR NEW YORK CITY (MANHATTAN) 1783-1898. By Rosalie Fellows Bailey.
New York: Rosalie Fellows Bailey (60 East
80th Street) 1954. 100p. Paper, $4.50.
For the librarian, lawyer, business historian
and researcher in records of the people of old
New York.
A HANDBOOK
ON STATEAND LOCALTAXES.
Washington, D. C.: Congress of Industrial
Organizations (Dept. of Education and Research) 1954. 142p. Paper, $2.
Presents CIO viewpoint on various forms of
taxation.
HARRIS' HANDBOOKOF TEXTILE FIBERS.
Washington, D. C.: Harris Research Laboratories (1246 Taylor St. N.W.) 1954. 356p.
$12.50.
Gathers in one source the data on physical and
chemical properties of fibers. Additional sections include a glossary of textile terms,
economic and production data, chemical and
engineering tables.
INDEX OF PRINTERS,PUBLISHERS
AND BOOKSELLERS I N DONALDWING'S SHORT-TITLE
CATALOGUE
OF BOOKSPRINTED
IN ENGLAND,
SCOTLAND,
IRELAND,WALES, AND BRITISH
AMERICAAND OF ENGLISHBOOKSPRINTED
i N OTHER COUNTRIES1641-1700. By Paul
G. Morrison. Charlottesville: University of
Virginia Press, 1955. 217p. $20.

SPECIAL LIBRARIES

INDUSTRIAL
PENSIONS
AND RETIREMENT
PRO- THE YEAR BOOK AND GUIDE TO SOUTHERN
AFRICA. Including the Union of South
CEDURES. A Selected, Annotated BibliograAfrica, the Federation of Rhodesia and
phy. (Bibliographic Series, No. 82) PrinceNyasaland, South West Africa, Angola, etc.
ton, N. J.: Princeton University (Departwith Atlas, Town Plans, Route Maps, etc.
ment of Economics and Sociology) 1954.
Edited by A. Gordon-Brown. 1955 Edition.
20p. Paper, 50 cents.
London: Robert Hale (available from H. W.
A selected list of references covering indusWilson) 1955. 874p. $3.
trial pensions and retirement procedures, with
particular emphasis on material published
since January 1950.

Miscellaneous

INTELLIGENT
LAYMAN'S MEDICAL DICTION- AMERICANLABOR AND THE INTERNATIONAL
ARY. By Harry Swartz. New York: FredLABORMOVEMENT1940-1953. By John P.
erick Ungar, 1955. 306p. $4.75.
Windmuller. Ithaca, N. Y.: Cornell UniBrief explanations of key terms in various
versity (Institute of International Industrial
branches of medicine. Written for the layman
and Labor Relations) 1954. 243p. Paper, $3.
by a physician.
AND DECENTRALIZATION
IN
CENTRALIZATION
LANDLORDA N D TENANT. (Legal Almanac
INDUSTRIALRELATIONS.By Helen Baker
Series No. 11) By Frances W. H. Kuchler.
and Robert R. France. Princeton, N. J.:
2nd ed. New York: Oceana Publications,
Princeton University (Dept. of Economics
1954. 96p. Paper, $1.
and Sociology) 1954. 218p. $4.
Summary of the law in all forty-eight states
governing the rights of landlords and tenants.
THE DOLLARSAND SENSEOF BUSINESSFILMS.
Prepared by the Association of National
THE LAW OF ACCIDENTS.(Legal Almanac
Advertisers Films Steering Committee. New
Series No. 35) By William M. Kunstler.
York: Association of National Advertisers
New York: Oceana Publications, 1954. 96p.
(285 Madison Avenue) 1954. 128p. $5.
Paper, $1.
Available also from the Film Industry ComAnother in the series summarizing the law in
mittee, 343 State Street, Rochester 4, N. Y.
all forty-eight states.
a t a library discount of 30 per cent on the
list price.
THE LAW OF CONTRACTS.(Legal Almanac
Series No. 36) By Richard Wincor. New A report on the production and distribution
York: Oceana Publications, 1954. 96p. costs of representative advertising and public
relations motion pictures. Based on a study
Paper, $1.
of 157 business films. Use of art work, photoREFERENCEBOOKS. A Brief Guide for Stu- graphy, tables and charts make this an easydents and Other Users of the Library. Com- to-use visual presentation.
piled by Mary Neill Barton. 3rd ed. Baltimore, Md.: Enoch Pratt Free Library, 1954. EUROPEAN PRODUCTIVITY
AGENCY. Second
Programme of Action 1954-1955. Paris: Or100p. Paper, $1.
A selected, annotated guide to some 500 genganisation for European Economic Co-operavral and subject reference works.
tion (available from OEEC Mission, Publications Office, 2002 P St. N.W., Washington 6, D. C.) 1954. 66p. Paper, 75 cents.
ON ALGAE. NO. 3.
SELECTEDBIBLIOGRAPHY
Halifax, Canada: Nova Scotia Research Presents a program for increasing productivity
Foundation,
1955. 74p. Mimeographed., in Member countries.
Gratis.
I, WALT WHITMAN.By Randolph Goodman.
Introduction by Mark Van Doren. Brooklyn,
A Check-List and Index of
STEPHENLEACOCK.
N. Y.: The Library Associates of Brooklyn
His Writings. Compiled by Gerhard R.
College, 1955. 88p. $2.50.
Lomer. Ottawa: National Library of Canada,
A dramatization of the life and times of the
1954. 153p. Paper, $2.
poet.
THE YEARBOOKAND GUIDETO EAST AFRICA.
Including Egypt, Sudan, Eritrea, Somali- INDUSTRIAL
AND LABORRELATIONS
RESEARCH
land, Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika, Zanzibar,
IN UNIVERSITIES.
A United States Summary
Portuguese East Africa, the Congo, Mau1953-1954. (Bulletin 26) Edited by Robert
ritius, Madagascar, Reunion, Seychelles, etc.
L. Aronson. Ithaca, N. Y.: Cornell Univerwith Atlas, Folding Map, Town Plans and
sity( New York State School of Industrial
Route Maps. Edited by A. Gordon-Brown.
and Labor Relations) 1954. 48p. Single
1955 Edition. London: Robert Hale (availcopies sent without charge to residents of
able from H. W. Wilson, New York) 1955.
New York State. Out-of-state and bulk
406p. $3.
orders (more than 5 ) 35 cents per copy.

APRIL, 1955

LITERATURERESOURCESFOR CHEMICALPROCESS INDUSTRIES.(Advances in Chemistry
Series No. 10) Edited by the staff of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry. Washington, D. C. American Chemical Society
1954. 582p.
(1155 16th Street, N.W.)
Paper, $6.50.
A collection of papers comprising five symposia and thirteen general papers presented
before the Division of Chemical Literature at
several recent national meetings of the American Chemical Society. Includes comprehensive
index.

CALENDAR
APRlL 16

Council of National Library Associations. New York City. Bar Association, 42 West 44th Street.
APRlL 2 0

SLA San Francisco Bay Region Chapter. Oakland. Lansing Library Service, 2538 Telegraph Street, Oakland,
California.
APRlL 21

SLA Montreal Chapter. Cercle Universitaire. Dinner Meeting. Mrs. H.
N. Fieldhouse, Dean of the Faculty
of Arts, McGill University, speaker.

MAN, ROCKETSAND SPACE. Captain Burr W .
Leyson. New York: Dutton, 1954. 188p.
$3.50.
A popular account of recent government developments and experiments on rockets, space
travel and possibilities of interplanetary communication. Illustrated with photographs and
diagrams.

APRlL 25

SLA Boston
Chapter.
Public Library.

Providence

APRlL 29

SLA Oak Ridge (Tennessee) Chapter. Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear
Studies.
Training
Building.
Mrs.
Frances Cheney, associate professor
of Library Science, Peabody College
for Teachers, speaker.
MAY 4, 5 and 6

MONEY, BANKINGAND THE FINANCIALSYSTEM. By Milton L. Stokes and Carl T.Arlt.
New York: Ronald Press, 1955. 670p. $6.

Library Binding Institute. Memphis,
Tennessee. Hotel Peabody. Nineteenth Annual Convention.
MAY 5

SLA Connecticut Valley Chapter.
New Haven. Yale University Library.
Annual Meeting.

NEEDEDRESEARCHIN HEALTHAND MEDICAL
CARE. A Bio-social Approach. By Cecil G.
Sheps and Eugene E. Taylor. Chapel Hill,
N. C.: University of North Carolina Press,
1954. 216p. $5.

May 15-27

Department of Industrial and Management Engineering, Columbia University. Harriman, N. Y.
Arden
House.
1955 Utility Management
Workshop.

REPORT OF THE ADVISORYCOMMITTEEON
APPLICATION
OF MACHINES
TO PATENTOFFICE OPERATIONS.
December 22, 1954. Submitted by V. Bush, Chairman. Washington,
D. C.: Department of Commerce, 1954. 76p.
Paper, $1.
Includes recommendations on the possible
application of electronic machines to the
Patent Office search.

M A Y 17-20

Medical Library Association. Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Marquette University School of Medicine. Annual
Convention.
M A Y 18

SLA Pittsburgh Chapter. Carnegie
Institute of Technology Faculty Club.
Dinner and Meeting. "Interlibrary
Relationships."
MAY 2 0

THEROLE OF EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS
IN

SLA
Colorado
Chapter.
Denver.
Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Company. Meeting and Tour.

MILITARY RESEARCH. (Occasional Papers
No. 3) By Robert E. Cron, Jr. Pittsburgh,
Penn.: Carnegie Institute of Technology,
1953. 22p. Paper, $1.
TEN FOUNDING
FATHERSOF THE ELECTRICAL
SCIENCE.By Bern Dibner. Norwalk, Conn.:
Burndy Library, 1954. 48p. Paper, $1.
A distinctive presentation of ten early scientists in brief
but succinct biographical
sketches. Beautifully designed and illustrated
with contemporary portraits and diagrams.
TROPICALFISH IN THE HOME AQUARIUM.
BY
Horace Vondys. New York: McBride, 1955.
157p. $3.
All-inclusive instructions for setting up and
caring for a home aquarium.

I

Notice of Annual Meeting
As required by By-Law VIII, Section
I, notice is hereby given that the Annual
Business Meeting of Special Libraries
Association will be held

Thursday, June 16, 1955
a t the Statler Hotel, Detroit, Michigan,
in connection with the Annual Convention of the Association.
GRETCHEND. LITTLE, President
MARIANE. LUCIUS,Executive Sec'y.

SPECIAL LIBRARIES

Voted One of the

TOP TEN
Reference Books

Occupational Literature:
An Annotated Bibliography
by Gertrude Forrester

467 pp.

6" x g1/2"

1954

$5.00

V o t e d one o f t h e t o p f e n reference books o f 1954 b y Louis Shores' committee o f reference librarians. It provides all the information required
for a complete training program for youths or adults. "Occupations for
t h e Handicapped" and "Audio-Visual Aids" are two special sections.
Over 2000 books and 1000 pamphlets are listed.

THE H. W. WILSON COMPANY
950 University Avenue

New York 52

THE BLETCHER-ANCHORS CO.
Priuters and Publishers

FIFTH FLOOR
704

. . . REA

SECOND

BUILDING

AVENUE

P I T T S B U R G H 19, P E N N A .
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Positions open and wanted -50 cents per line;
minimum charge $1.50. Copy must be received
By 5th of month preceding month of publication.
Address Executive Secretary, Special Libraries
Association, 31 E. 10 St., New York 3, N. Y.

LIBRARIAN
MIDTOWN MANHATTAN
MLS-(BS

POSITIONS WANTED
LIBRARIAN, 5th year degree, with varied
experience in book publishing; 6 years library
work, including 2 years cataloging plus indexing, 2 years supervisory capacity; mature and
dependable, desires location in or near Chicago
but will consider New York City. A19

MALE ASST. LIBRARIAN, presently employed by large oil company, desires change.
Experienced in all phases special library work.
New York. A22

WOMAN, M.A. Business Administration, M.A.
Library Science. Experience. Wishes position
in charge of business library. A9

Chemistry or equivalent)

To SET U P technical information center in main ofice of large chemical
manufacturer. Must have experience
with latest mechanized systems to
install most advantageous methods
preparatory to increasing scope of
l i b r a r y ' s a c t i v i t i e s and services.
Proven administrative ability essential. Male or female-age 30 to 45.
Unusual opportunity-excellent
employee benefit plans, attractive
working conditions, 5-day, 35 hour
week.
Send complete resume, education,
experience, marital status, and salary
expectation. Box A23.

- -

-

POSITIONS OPEN
EDITOR
LITERATURE ANALYST ASSISTANT required to handle scientific literature questions
from original request to final report for research groups of firm in the East. M.S. in
chemistry or related subjects, or science background with library science degree essential.
A20

MEDICAL LIBRARIAN, experienced, large
Catholic hospital, NYC. Salary open. A21

FOR

Special Library Service
SUBSCRIPTIONS!
(over 20 Thousand Titles)

BACK NUMBERS!
(over 3 Million in Stock)

for
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

Write
Do Not Phone
Special Libraries Association
31 E. 10th St., New York 3, N. Y.

for
Application Procedure

Make Your Plans Now to Attend
SLA

CONVENTION
Statler Hotel

PUBLICATIONS!
(over 100 Reference Books)
TRY

F. W. F A X O N CO., INC.
Boeton IS, Meu.
Continuous Library Service Since I886

83-91 Francis Street

Detroit, Michigan
JUNE 12-16, 1955
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SPECIAL LIBRARIES

INDEX TO THESES ACCEPTED FOR HIGHER DEGREES IN
THE UNIVERSITIES OF GREAT BRlTAlN AND IRELAND
The Index to Theses is the only national bibliography of thesis
literature of Great Britain and Ireland, and 1s unique as a guide to British
research a t university levels.

Volume I, 1950-1951
Volume I, listing over 2,000 theses accepted for higher degrees,
giving author's name and university. the title of the thesis and the
degree for which it was accepted, and arranged under subject
headings, has been i-eprintctd and copies are now available.
Volume 11, 1951-1952
Volume 11 will include elver 3,000 theses and will also be arranged
under subject headings. Ready shortly.
Volume 111, 1952-1953
Volume 111 will be published later this year.
Each volume 25s. (or 21s. to Aslib members).

AS 1 B

4 Palace Gate, London, W.8, England
PUTTING KNOWLEDGE

TO WORK

-

A New Reference Tool for Business
and Financial Libraries

SUBJECT HEADINGS
FOR

FINANCIAL LIBRARIES
Based on the subject headings used by the outstanding financial
libraries of the American Bankers Association, Columbia University
School of Business, Federal Reserve Bank of New York and
Standard and Poor's Corporation.
Compiled by a committee of the Financial Division of Special Libraries Association under t h e chairmanship of Janet Bogardus,
Librarian, Federal Reserve Bank of New York.

1954

100 pages

$5.00

Order from

SPECIAL LIBRARIES A S S O C I A T I O N
31 East Tenth Street

New York 3, N. Y.

Please Mention Special Libraries When Answering Advertisements

People have asked what exactly
makes librarians

so

pleased

with our Freeline reading table.
It i s probably a number of
things. Some people
go for oppearance-and

There's something about a

it certainly i s a

handsome table.

Others are

/'

table

primarily concerned with the
comfort of the reader, and they
like the generous amount of
room between table top and
chair seat. Most of us like something different and fresh; we
recognize the flair of the Freeline. But a//wise administrators

There's nothing like a

fable

keep an eye on the future: they
con see that here i s something
which will please the most for
the longest time.

JOHN E. S J O S T R ~ M COMPANY,
1739 N. T E N T H

STREET,

PHILADELPHIA

Please Mer7tion Special Libraries W h e n Answering Advertisements

INC.
2 2 , PA.

